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Abstract: The main purpose of software testing is found a error and then correct it. Random testing selects test cases randomly but it does not
explore the previous information. Anti-random testing in which each test applied its total distance from all previous tests is maximum. AntiRandom testing is a variation of random testing, which is the process of generating random input and sending that input to a system for test. In
which use hamming Distance and Cartesian Distance for measure of difference.
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INTRODUCTION
Testing is found out how well something is works. In the
human beings, testing says what level of knowledge has
been acquired. In computer software development, testing is
used as checkpoints in the overall process to determine that
objectives are being met. For example in software
development, product objectives are sometimes tested by
product user. When the design is completed, follows the
coding and the finished the code then tested the unit level
by each programmer; in the component level the group of
programmers involved; and at the system level when all
components are combined together. At early stages, a
service may also be tested for usability. From the point of
view testing a script, a error is any circumstance where the
script does not know what it is supposed to do. An error may
or may not cause the script to actually crash.
Defect can be caused by flaws in the application software or
by flaws in the application specification. For example,
unexpected or incorrect results can be from the errors made
during the construction peroid, or from an algorithm
incorrectly defined in specification. Testing is assumed to
mean executed software and finded errors. This type of
testing is known as dynamic testing, it is not the most
effective way of testing. Static testing, inspection and
validation of development requirements, is the most
effective and cost efficient way of testing. A structured
approach of testing should be used both dynamic and static
testing techniques.
WHAT IS SOFTWARE TESTING?
The primary purpose of software testing is found a error or
defects and then correct it. Software testing is often viewed
as either an exercise to show that a program is correct or
incorrect. A testing technique can show a program is not
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correct, but infinite number of testing are required showing
a program is correct. Software testing is an investigation
conducted to provide stakeholder with information about the
quality or services under test. Software testing also provides
an objective, independent view of the software to allow the
business to appreciate and understand the risks at
implementation of software. Test technique, the process of
executing a program or application with the intent of finding
software bugs (by Wikipedia)
In software testing technique we create test case for detect a
error in the program. After a test case design, if the program
is execute successfully that means error is detected.
Software testing is any activity aimed at evaluating an
attribute or capability of a program or system and
determining that it meets its required results [1]. Software
Testing is the process of executing a program with the intent
of finding errors [2] Or, it involves any activity aimed at
evaluating an attribute of a program and determining that it
meets its required results [1]. Software is not other physical
processes where inputs are received and outputs are
produced. Where software differs is in the manner in which
it fails. Most physical systems fail in a fixed set of ways. By
contrast, software can fail in many different ways. Detecting
all of the different failure modes for software is generally
infeasible [3].
Software bugs will almost always exist in any software with
different size: not because programmers are careless or
irresponsible, but because the complexity of software is
generally intractable -- and humans have only limited ability
to manage complexity. It is also true that for any complex
systems, design defects can never be completely ruled out.
Discover the designed defects in software, is totally
difficult, for the same reason of complexity.
If a failure during testing and the code is changed, the
software may now work for a test case that it didn't work for
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previous program. But its behavior on pre-error test cases
that it passed before can no longer be guaranteed. To
account for this possibility, testing should be restarted. The
expense of doing this is often prohibitive [3].
An interesting analogy parallels the difficulty in software
testing with the pesticide, known as the Pesticide
Paradox [4]: Every method you use to find bugs leaves a
residue of subtler bugs against which those methods are
ineffectual. But this alone will not guarantee to make the
software
better,
because
the
Complexity
Barrier [4] principle states: Software complexity grows to
the limits of our ability to manage that complexity. By
eliminating the previous bugs you allowed another
escalation of features and complexity, but his time you have
subtler bugs to face, just to retain the reliability you had
before. Society seems to be unwilling to limit complexity
because we all want that extra bell, whistle, and feature
interaction. Thus, our users always push us to the
complexity barrier and how close we can approach that
barrier is largely determined by the strength of the
techniques we can wield against ever more complex and
subtle bugs. [4] . Testing is must than debugging. The
purpose of testing can be quality assurance, verification and
validation [5].

Unit testing:It is a testing of hardware or software groups of
related units [7]. A unit is a software component that cannot
be subdivided into another component [7]. Unit testing is
done on a small piece, or a code of unit. This unit is usually
a class. When a unit is integrated into the main code, it is
more difficult to find a bug in that unit [12].
Integration testing:It is a testing it may be hardware component or software
component or both are combined and tested to evaluate the
integration between them [7]. Integration testing looks at
how all components at an application interact [12].
Regression testing:That is selectively retesting of a system to verify that
modifications have not caused unintended effects and that
the system or component still complies with its specification
requirements [7]. Regression testing verify that
modifications to the system have not damaged the whole of
the system unit test and integration test can be rerun in
regression testing to verifies that modification to the
application work properly [12].

TESTING METHOD?
Software testing methods are basically divided into two
methods that are white box testing and black box testing.
There are two approaches are used to describe the point of
view that a testing engineer used when designed test cases.
White box testing:It is a clear box testing method of testing software that tests
internal working of an application as opposed to its black
box testing. An internal working of the system or the
programming skills, are required and to design test cases.
The tester selects the input to exercised paths through the
code and determines the correct output. White box testing is
performed based on the knowledge of how the system is
implemented. White box testing requires knowing what
makes software secure or insecure, how to think like an
attacker, and how to use different testing tools and
techniques [6].
White box testing is very different from black box testing.
White box testing is a testing that takes into account the
internal mechanism of a system or component [7]. White
box testing is also called structural testing, clear box testing,
and glass box testing [10]. We use different type of testing
in software testing.
Basically six type of testing are used in white box testing
that is:-unit, integration, regression, acceptance, function
and beta testing, but in case of white box testing we use unit
testing, integration testing and regression testing.
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Fig: 1 white box testing [12]

White box test design technique include:Control flow testing:In computer science, control flow refers to the order in
which the individual statements, instructions, function or a
declaratives program are evaluated.
Data flow testing:Data-flow testing looks at the life-cycle of a particular piece
of data in an application. By looking for patterns of data
usage, risky areas of code can be found and more test cases
can be applied [52].
Branch testing:Branch testing A test strategy seeking to choose test data
values that lead to the testing of each branch in a program at
least once (branching occurring at each decision point). It is
equivalent to finding a set of paths through the control flow
graph whose union covers all the arcs of the graph. Branch
testing normally requires more tests than statement
testing but fewer than path testing [53].
Path testing
Path testing A test strategy equivalent to finding all possible
paths through the control-flow diagram of a program.
Testing each path at least once is a typical test strategy, but
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for much real software complete path test coverage would
require an impracticably large test run/time. Path testing
almost always requires more test runs than either branch
testing or statement testing [53].
Black box testing:Black box testing treats the software as knowledge of
internal implementation. Black box testing method of testing
software that test the functionality of an application as
opposed to its internal structure or working (by Wikipedia)

Fig.2 Black box testing (by Wikipedia)

Decision tables are a precise yet compact way to model
complicated logic. Decision tables, like flowcharts and ifthen-else and switches- case statements, associate conditions
with actions to perform, but in many cases do so in a more
elegant way [by Wikipedia].
All pair testing
All-pairs testing or pair wise testing is a combinatorial
software testing method that, for each pair of input
parameters to a system, tests all possible discrete
combinations of those parameters. Using carefully chosen
test vectors, this can be done much faster than an exhaustive
search of all combinations of all parameters, by
"parallelizing" the tests of parameter pairs. The number of
tests is typically O(nm), where n and m are the number of
possibilities for each of the two parameters with the most
choices.
State transition table

Specific knowledge of the application‟s code or internal
structure and programming knowledge in general is not
required. Test cases are built around specification and
requirements
The black-box approach is a testing in which test data are
derived from the specified functional requirements [8]. It is
also termed data-drive [2], or requirements-based [1] testing.
Because only the functionality of the software module is of
concern, black-box testing also refers to functional testing -a testing method emphasized on executing the functions and
examine of their input and output data [13]. The tester treats
the software under test as a black box -- only the inputs,
outputs and specification are visible, and the functionality is
determined by observing the outputs according to inputs. In
testing, various inputs are exercised and the outputs are
compared against specification to validate the correctness.
All test cases are derived from the specification. No
implementation details of the code are considered. The
research in black-box testing focuses on how to maximize
the effectiveness of testing with minimum cost or the
number of test cases. It is not possible to exhaust the input
space, but it is possible to exhaustively test a subset of the
input space. Partitioning is the common techniques. If we
have partitioned the input space and assume all the input
values in a partition is equivalent, then we only need to test
one represent value in each partition to sufficiently cover the
whole input space. Domain testing [7] partitions the input
domain into regions, and considers the input values in each
domain an equivalent class. Domains can be exhaustively
tested and covered by selecting a represent value in each
domain. Experience shows that test cases that explore
boundary conditions have a higher payoff than test cases
that do not. Boundary value analysis [2] requires one or
more boundary values selected as representative test cases.
Typical black-box test design techniques include:

In automata theory and sequential logic, a state transition
table is a table showing what state a finite semi automaton
or finite state machine will move to, based on the current
state and other inputs. A state table is essentially a truth
table in which some of the inputs are the current state, and
the outputs include the next state, along with other outputs.
A state table is one of many ways to specify a state machine,
other ways being a state diagram.
Equivalence partitioning
Equivalence partitioning is a software testing technique that
divides the input data of a software unit into partitions of
data from which test cases can be derived. In principle, test
cases are designed to cover each partition at least once. This
technique tries to define test cases that uncover classes of
errors, thereby reducing the total number of test cases that
must be developed.
In rare cases equivalence partitioning is also applied to
outputs of a software component, typically it is applied to
the inputs of a tested component. The equivalence partitions
are usually derived from the requirements specification for
input attributes that influence the processing of the test
object. An input has certain ranges which are valid and other
ranges which are invalid. Invalid data here does not mean
that the data is incorrect; it means that this data lies outside
of specific partition. This may be best explained by the
example of a function which takes a parameter "month". The
valid range for the month is 1 to 12, representing January to
December. This valid range is called a partition. In this
example there are two further partitions of invalid ranges.
The first invalid partition would be <= 0 and the second
invalid partition would be >= 13[by Wikipedia].
Boundary value analysis

Decision table testing
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Boundary value analysis is a software testing technique in
which tests are designed to include representatives of
boundary values. Values on the edge of an equivalence
partition or at the smallest value on either side of an edge.
The values could be either input or output ranges of a
software component. Since these boundaries are common
locations for errors that result in software faults they are
frequently exercised in test cases.
For an example, if the input values were months of the year
expressed as integers, the input parameter 'month' might
have the following partitions:[by Wikipedia]
TESTING METHODOLOGY
There are various methodologies available for developing
and testing software. The methodology you choose depends
on factors such that the nature of project, the project
schedule, and resource availability. Most software
development projects involve periodic testing, some
methodologies focus on getting the input from testing early
in the cycle rather than waiting for input when a working
model of the system is ready. Those methodologies that
require early test involved have several advantages, but also
involve tradeoffs in terms of project management, schedule,
customer interaction, budget, and communication among
team members.
There are some testing methodologies are used:
Random Testing
Anti-Random Testing
Random testing:Random testing is a form of functional testing that is useful
when the time needed to write and run directed tests is too
long. Release criteria include a statement about the amount
of random testing that is required.
One of the big issues in random testing is to know when a
test fails. As with all testing, an oracle is needed. You could
rely in assertions in the code as your role oracle. In other
situations, common with hardware development. You have
two different implementations of the same specification, one
is „the golden model‟, and other is the „implementation‟. If
they both agree to a defined accuracy then the test passes.
Random testing is useful if it does not find many defects per
time interval, since it can be performed without manual
intervention. An hour of computer time can be much less
expensive than an hour of human time When doing random
testing you must ensure that your test are sufficiently
random, and that they cover the specification repeating the
same test for two weeks doesn‟t tell you anything[14].
It is often claimed, correct, that random testing is less
efficient than directed testing. But you should consider the
time needed to write a random test generator and the time to
write a set of directed tests. Once you have a random test
generator, your computer can work 24 hours a day, at most
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,6 productive hours in a day; then the efficiently of the
random tests is effectively increased by a factor of 4.

Anti-Random testing:“The concept of anti-random testing in which each test
applied is chosen such that its total distance from all
previous tests is maximum[15]”.
Some information are available in black box testing, random
testing does not explored that information. This information
depends upon the previous tests applied. Now we use a new
approach that use this information and allowed like
generation to be done automatically. We call this approach
Anti-random testing. In Anti-random testing we can test any
approach without randomly. In which we can use any test
any time.
Some problems are occurring during Anti-random testing.
First of all problem of generating Anti-random sequence is
considered for Boolean inputs for make each new test as
different, we use Hamming Distance and Cartesian Distance
for measure of difference. In general, the input variable for a
program can be numbers, character etc. Here we use Antirandom testing so we can convert this input code into
binary, then this code allow binary anti-random sequence to
be decoded into actual inputs, in such cases, Anti-random
testing to find defects sooner, and reducing the overall test
and debugging time.
Anti-random testing is a variation of random testing, which
is the process of generating random input and sending that
input to a system for test. In many situations, random test
input does not have an associated expected return value. In
such situations, the purpose of random testing is to try to
generate a system failure of some sort, such as a hang.
Research studies have shown that pure random testing is
relatively less effective at discovering bugs than other
testing paradigms, such as equivalence partition testing and
boundary value analysis testing. However, random testing is
appealing because it is typically quick and easy to
implementation. The idea of Anti-random testing appears to
have been introduced by the field of hardware testing.
Essentially, Anti-Random testing generates an input set of
random values, where the values are as different as possible
from each other. The assumption is that similar input to a
system will expose similar types of bugs, and therefore an
input set that contains values that are very different [56].

Terms used in anti-random sequence:Anti-random test sequence:It is a Anti-random test sequence such that Ti that
is satisfied some criteria with respect to all test to Ti…..Ti-1.
Distance:Measurement of different two vectors like Ti and Tj.
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Hamming distance:That is also the test sequence that is the number of bits in
which two binary number are differ.
Cartesian distance:That is the difference between two vector.
&
is given

(1)Since the two test vectors are binary, so (1) can
be written as

Checkpoint Encoding is the process of representation of any
input domain of a software system into a binary valued
domain. Any input data value can now be translated with
minimal loss of information into a binary valued string. This
abstraction of any application domain into an uniform
format allows a variety of testing techniques to be applied
consistently and universally. Anti-random testing is one
such scheme that takes advantage of binary representation
that checkpoint encoding provides and has shown good
results. The checkpoint encoding process is usually applied
manually and in an arbitrary fashion. The result varies
depending on the choices made by individual test engineer
carrying out the process [57].

Total hamming distance:-

In common cases, the inputs can be numbers; alphanumeric
characters as well as data structures composed using them.
In such cases also we would like to maximize the
effectiveness of testing. It is possible for one to define
„distance‟ and use them for constructing anti-random
sequences in such cases also.

In any number is the sum of its hamming distance with
respect to all previous number.

Example 8: Let us consider two real variables x and y which
can range from 0 to 1. The following then is a MCDATS.

Total Cartesian distance:-

00

In any number is sum of its Cartesian distance with respect
to all previous number.

11

Maximal Distance Anti-random Test Sequence (MDATS):It is a test sequence such that each test ti is chosen to
make the total distance between ti and each of to, tl ... ti-1
is maximum for all possible choices of ti. We used
Hamming distance and Cartesian distance to construct
MHDATSs and MCDATSs.
If a sequence B is obtained by reordering the variables of
sequence A, then B is a variable- order-variant (VOV) of
A.
Theorem 1: If a sequence B is variable-order-variant of a
MHDATS A, then B is also a MHDATS. The theorem
follows from the fact that Hamming or Cartesian distance is
independent of how the variables are ordered.
If a binary sequence B is obtained by changing the
polarity (i.e. inverting all the values) of one or more
variables of a sequence A, then B is termed a
polarityvarknt of A.
Theorem 2: If a sequence B is a polarity-variant of a
MHDATS A, then B is also IMHDATS. The theorem
follows from the fact that for a pair of vectors the
distance remains the same, if the same set of variables in
both are complemented

Checkpoint Encoding
Generation of binary anti-random test sequence is also a
problem. For reduces this problem we use the checkpoint
encoding scheme is introduced.
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0.5 0.5
So, defining „distance‟ can be difficult for data structures.
Also for a program, the input variables can be of different
types and ranges, which will make construction of antirandom sequences extremely hard.
We here propose an encoding approach which will convert
the problem to constructing binary anti-random sequences.
The approach is based on domain and partition analysis and
the concepts of equivalence partitioning, revealing sub
domains and homogeneous sub domains. The technique
partially encodes an input into binary, such that sample
points desired can be obtained by automatic translation.
These sample points, termed checkpoints here, are
strategically selected such that they are likely to span most
types of variations in the program behavior with respect to
each input. To illustrate the approach let us consider this
simple example. For convenience, we use a square bracket
(”[,, or ”I”) to indicate inclusion of the endpoint and a
parenthesis (”(” or ”)”) to indicate exclusion. For testing, it
is important to test for illegal input values because the
program must respond correctly to those inputs, as we see in
the following example. The range of illegal values should be
regarded as one or more additional equivalent partitions.
If testing is less than exhaustive, then maximum distance
anti-random testing (MDAT) is likely to be more efficient
than either random or pseudorandom testing. Even when
exhaustive testing is feasible, MDAT is likely to detect the
presence of faults earlier.
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TESTING DATA GENERATION PROCEDURE
Automatic test generation is designed to ease the test effort.
Here we have used three different approaches for automatic
test generation.
1.
2.
3.

Anti-random with checkpoint encoding
Random with checkpoint encoding.
Random without checkpoint encoding

The CEAR test generation Scheme

In Anti-random testing used some basis concepts.
Procedure 1. Construction of a MHDATS (MCDATS)
Step 1. For each of N input variables, assign an arbitrarily
chosen value to obtain the first test vector. This does not
result in any loss of generality.
Step 2. To obtain each new vector, evaluate the THD (TCD)
for each of the remaining combinations with respect to the
combinations already chosen and choose one that gives
maximal distance. Add it to the set of selected vectors.
Step 3. Repeat Step 2 until all
combinations have been
used, or until the desired number of vectors have been
generated.
This procedure uses exhaustive search. As we will see later,
the computational complexity can be greatly reduced. Note
that the procedure ensures that a vector will not be repeated.
To illustrate the process of generating MDATS, we consider
in detail the generation of a complete sequence for three
binary variables.
Procedure 2. Expansion of MCDATS
Step1. Start
of N variables,

with

a

complete
.

MHDATS

Step2. For each vector ,
, add an
additional bit corresponding to an added variable
, such
that has the maximum total HD (CD) with respect to all
the previous vectors.
Procedure 3. Expansion and Unfolding of a MHDATS
(MCDATS)
Step1. Start with a complete
(MCDATS) with
vectors.

variable MHDATS

Step 2. Expand by adding a variable using Procedure 2. We
now have the first (
) vectors needed.
Step3. Complement one of the columns and append the
resulting vectors to the first set of vectors obtained in Step 2.
Here, it would be convenient to complement the variable
added in Step 2.
The above procedures have been implemented in a program
called ATG. It generates MCDATSs which are also
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MHDATSs. The application of anti-random testing for
software has been reported in. Three related approaches
termed fast
anti-random, random-like
and maximum
distance testing have recently been proposed that attempt to
incorporate some of the features of anti-random sequences.

The checkpoint encoding Anti-random testing (CEAR)
scheme used here was proposed by Malaiya [55].This
scheme integrated anti-random testing with checkpoint
encoding and design to process input test vector on the
automatically and to exercise the software under test. So,
this making the scheme cost-effective. The CEAR scheme
has three main components:
The MHDATS (MCDATS) binary sequence generator.
The Random value generator
The binary to actual input translator
As shown in the figure, the CEAR is the collection of
Software tools that produce actual input vector for the
software under test. The MHDATS (MCDATS) binary
sequence generator calculates the next binary vector in the
anti-random sequence. The appropriate actual input test
vector is generated and fed to the software under test.
CONCLUSION
Anti-random testing is a new test generation approach.
Here we have demonstrated that it can achieve high-fault
coverage much faster than the pseudorandom testing. It can
also successfully applied for software testing and also test
for VHDL descriptions.Its effectiveness is especially
remarkable for finding faults. The scheme is well suited for
IDDQ testing because it provides very good coverage with
only a few vectors when black-box testing is used. One
possible way to exploit the capabilities of anti-random
testing is to use it until a suitable high coverage is obtained,
and then to switch to deterministic testing.
In this testing we use the anti-random testing in software
testing we use the testing with anti-random testing. In antirandom testing we already proposed hamming distance and
Cartesian distance and more any sequence terms. Now we
use the gray code to generate the anti-random testing.
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